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Cech-Dolbeault cohomology and the 8-Thorn class 

Tatsuo Suwa 

The Cech-de Rham cohomology theory for coo manifolds was ini
tiated by A. Weil [17] and is fully explained in [5]. Combined with 
the Chern-Weil theory of characteristic classes, this cohomology theory, 
especially its relative version, is particularly suited to describe the lo
calization theory of characteristic classes related to Chern polynomials. 
The techniques are effective even on some singular varieties (e.g., [11], 
[12], [14], [16]). We may express the Poincare, Alexander and Thorn 
homomorphisms in terms of this cohomology as well, see [6] for a com
binatorial definition of these homomorphisms. Note also that the Thorn 
class of a vector bundle can be naturally defined in this cohomology and, 
in the case of complex vector bundles, it coincides with the localization 
of the top Chern class of the pull-back bundle with respect to the diago
nal section [14]. This point of view helps us very much in clarifying the 
local behavior of a section near its zeros. 

In this article, we discuss complex analytic analogues of the above, 
replacing the Cech-de Rham cohomology by the "Cech-Dolbeault coho
mology" and the Chern classes by the classes introduced by M. Atiyah 
in [2]. To be a little more specific, we first develop a theory of Cech
Dolbeault cohomology, its relative version and related topics in Sections 
1, 2 and 3. In Section 4, we introduce the notion of "B-integration 
along the fiber" for later use. We recall, in Sections 5 and 6, the Atiyah 
classes for holomorphic vector bundles and the localization theory of 
these classes, which is exploited in detail in [1]. In Section 7, we define 
the "8-Thorn class" of a holomorphic vector bundle as the localization 
of the top Atiyah class of the pull-back bundle with respect to the di
agonal section. We then prove the "B-Thorn isomorphism", and in this 
situation, we have a satisfactory expression of the "B-Alexander homo
morphism". Finally, in Section 8, we indicate a way of getting a good 
description of the 8-Alexander homomorphism in a more general setting. 
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For this, we use the idea of deformation to the normal bundle, which 
is a special case of the graph construction of R. MacPherson. Here we 
follow the description of W. Fulton [7]. 

The materials in this article may be used to give a simple geometric 
proof of the holomorphic Lefschetz fixed point formula [10]. 

I would like to thank M. Abate, F. Bracci, J.-P. Brasselet, T. Izawa 
and F. Tovena for useful discussions. 

§1. Cech-Dolbeault cohomology 

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n. For an open set U 
of M, we denote by Ap,q(U) the vector space of 0 00 (p, q)-forms on U. 
Let U = {Ua}aEI be an open covering of M. We assume that I is an 
ordered set such that if Ua0 ... <>r -1- 0, the induced order on the subset 
{Do, ... , Dr} is total. We set 

I(r) = {(Do, ... ' Dr) I Do < ... <Dr, Dv E I} 

and denote by cr(u, AP,q) the direct product 

II 
(<>o, ... ,<>r)EJ(r) 

where we set u"O···"r = Uaon·. -nu<>r· Thus an element (J in cr(u, AP,q) 
assigns to each (Do, ... , Dr) in I(r) a form O"a0 ... <>r in Ap,q(Ua0 ... aJ· The 
coboundary operator 6 : cr(u, AP,q) -+ cr+1(U, Ap,q) is defined as in 
the usual Cech theory, i.e., 

r+l 

(JO")ao ... <>r+l = 2)-ltO"aa ... &;; ... <>r+l' 
v=O 

where ~ means the letter under it is to be omitted and each form 
O"a0 ... &;; ... <>r+t is to be restricted to Ua0 ... <>r+ 1 • This together with the 
operator 

make c•(u, AP·•) a double complex for each p = 0, ... , n. The sim
ple complex associated to this is denoted by (AP,•(U), D) or simply by 
AP·•(u). Thus 

Ap,q(U) = EB cr(u, Ap,q') 
q'+r=q 
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and the differential 15 = 15q : Ap,q(U) ___, Ap,q+1(U) is given by 

r 

(1.1) (151J)ao ... ar = 2::)-It!Jao ... &;; ... ar + (-lr [j!Jao ... ar· 
v=O 

In particular, for small values of r, we have 

(151J)a 0 DiJao, (151J)aoal = IJa1- IJao- 81Jaoa1 and 

(151J)aoala2 IJa1a2- IJaoa2 + IJaoa1 + [j!Jaoa1a2· 

We call (AP·•(U), 15) the p-th Cech-Dolbeault complex and its q-th 
cohomology, denoted by Hj)q(U), the Cech-Dolbeault cohomology of 
type (p, q) associated to the covering U. We denote by H~'q(M) the 
usual Dolbeault cohomology of type (p, q) of M. 

Theorem 1.2. The restriction map AP·q(M) ___, C0 (U, Ap,q) c 
AP,q(U) induces an isomorphism 

Proof. We consider one of the spectral sequences associated to the 
double complex c· (U' AP·•) : 

1 EV = H~HI(C.(U, AP,•)) ===? Hj)q+r(U). 

Since the Cech complex of (p, q)-forms on U is acyclic, we have 
HJ,(C•(u, AP·•)) = 0 for r > 0, while H2(C•(u, AP·•)) = AP·•(M), the 
Dolbeault complex. Hence we see that Hj)q(U) ~ 'E~·0 = H~'q(M). 

Q.E.D. 

We say that a covering U = { U a} of M is analytically good, if every 
non-empty intersection Ua0 ... ar is biholomorphic to a domain of holo
morphy in en. 

Theorem 1.3. If U is analytically good, we have an isomorphism 

where QP denotes the sheaf of germs of holomorphic p-forms on M. 

Proof. We consider the other spectral sequence associated to the 
double complex c•(u, AP·•) : 
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Since u is analytically good, by the 8-Poincare lemma, HE ( c· (U' AP·•)) = 

0 for r > 0. While H~(c•(U,AP·•)) = c•(U,flP). Hence we see that 

H}!/(U):::::: 11 Eg•0 = Hq(U, flP), which is isomorphic to Hq(M, flP), as U 
is analytically good. Q.E.D. 

Since every complex manifold admits an analytically good covering, 
from Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, we recover the Dolbeault theorem 

We define the "cup product" 

by assigning to IJ in Ap,q (U) and T in AP' ,q' (U) the element IJ '-' T in 
AP+P' ,q+q' (U) given by 

r 

(iJ '-' T)ao ... ar = L( -l)(p+q-v)(r-v)IJ"'O···"'v 1\ Tav···"'r' 
v=O 

Then IJ ..._, T is linear in IJ and T and we have 

Thus it induces the cup product 

Hy/ (U) x H~ ,q' (U) ----t Hb+p' ,q+q' (U) 

compatible, via the isomorphism of Theorem 1.2, with the product in 
the Dolbeault cohomology induced by the exterior product of forms. 

Now we define the integration on the Cech-Dolbeault cohomology. 
Let M and U = {Ua}aEI be as above and {Ra}aEI a system of honey
comb cells adapted to U ([11], see also [14]). 

Suppose M is compact, then each Ra is compact and we may define 
the integration 

by the sum 

for IJ in An,n(U). Then we see that 
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(i) if Da = 0, then the sum does not depend on the choice of {RaJ, 
(ii) if a= DT, then JM a= 0. 
Hence it induces the integration on the cohomology 

which is compatible, via the isomorphism of Theorem 1.2, with the usual 
integration on the Dolbeault cohomology H;•n(M). Also the bilinear 
pairing 

AP,q(U) X An-p,n-q(U) ---+ An,n(U) ---+ C 

defined as the composition of the cup product and the integration in
duces the Kodaira-Serre duality 

If V is an analytic subvariety of codimension p in M, by integra
tion on V, V defines a class, denoted by [V], in H;--:v,n-p(M)*. The 
corresponding class in H~·P(M) is called the Dolbeault class of V. 

§2. Relative Cech-Dolbeault cohomology 

Now let S be a closed set in M. Let Uo = M \ S and U1 a neigh
borhood of Sin M and consider the covering U = {U0 , Ul} of M with 
the order 0 < 1. We have 

Thus a cochain a in Ap,q (U) is written as 

where ai is a (p, q)-forms on ui, i = 0, 1, and aol is a (p, q- 1)-form 
on U01 • We denote by Ap,q(U, Uo) the subspace of Ap,q(U) consisting of 
elements a with a0 = 0 so that we have the exact sequence 

0---+ Ap,q(U, U0 ) ---+ Ap,q(U) ---+ Ap,q(Uo) ---+ 0. 

We see that [J maps Ap,q(U, Uo) into Ap,q+l(U, Uo). Denoting by 
H}jq(U, U0 ) the q-th cohomology of the complex (AP·•(u, Uo), D), we 
have the long exact sequence 
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In view of the fact that H'fjq (U) ~ H~,q ( M), we set 

H~'q(M, M \ S) = H}jq(U, Uo). 

SupposeS is compact (M may not be) and let {Ro, R1} be a system 
of honey-comb cells adapted to U. Then we may assume that R1 is 
compact and we have the integration on An,n(u, U0 ) given by 

This again induces the integration on the cohomology 

JM: H[t(U, Uo)---+ C. 

The cup product Ap,q(U) x An-p,n-q(U) --+ An,n(U) induces a pair
ing Ap,q(U, U0 ) x An-p,n-q(U1) --+ An,n(u, U0 ), which, followed by the 
integration, gives a bilinear pairing 

This induces a homomorphism 

(2.1) A: H~'q(M, M \ S) = H}jq(U, Uo)---+ H;-v,n-q(U1)*, 

which we call the 8-Alexander homomorphism. 
If M is compact, the following diagram is commutative : 

H~'q(M,M\S) 

Al 
~ H~'q(M) 

zlKs 
----+ H;-v,n-q(M)*. 

Suppose that S is a compact complex submanifold of M and that 
there exists a holomorphic retraction r : ul --7 s, i.e., a holomorphic 
map with r o i = ls, where i : S Co...+ U1 is the embedding. Then we have 
the exact sequence 

0--+ Kerr*--+ H;-p,n-q(Ul)* ~ H;---:v,n-q(S)*--+ 0 

and i* : H;-v,n-q (S)* --+ H;-v,n-q (U1)* gives a splitting of the above, 
where r * and i* denote, respectively, the transposed of the pull-backs T* : 
H;-v,n-q(S)--+ H;-v,n-q(Ul) and i* : H;-v,n-q(Ul)--+ H;-v,n-q(S). 

We consider this situation more in detail in Section 7. 
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§3. Homomorphism induced by a holomorphic map 

Let f : M' ----t M be a holomorphic map of complex manifolds 
and let U = {Ua}aEI and V = {V>.}>.EJ be, respectively, open coverings 
of M and M'. We assume that there is a map ~ : J -t I such that 
f(V>.) c U•(>-) for all .A in J. We define a C-linear map 

J; : Ap,q (U) ----t Ap,q (V) 

by assigning to a in Ap,q (U) the element f.* (a) in Ap,q (V) given by 

f *(a) - f*a • >.o ... >.p- •(>-o) ... •(>-p)· 

Then the map f.* induces a C-linear map 

which is independent of ~ and is compatible, via the isomorphism of 
Theorem 1.2, with the one induced from the pull-back for the Dolbeault 
cohomology. 

Next we consider the relative case. Thus let M and M' be complex 
manifolds and S and S' closed sets in M and M', respectively. Let 
f: M' ----t M be a holomorphic map with f(S') C Sand f(M' \ S') C 
M \ S. Set Uo = M \ S and Vo = M' \ S' and let U1 and V1 be open 
neighborhoods of SandS', respectively, such that /(VI) C U1 . With 
these, set U = {Uo, U1} and V = {Vo, V1}. We have a C-linear map 

which induces a C-linear map 

§4. a-integration along the fiber 

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n and 1r : E -t M a 
holomorphic vector bundle of rank £. We identify M with the image of 
the zero section of E and set W0 = E \ M. Let W1 be a neighborhood 
of M in E and consider the Cech-Dolbeault cohomology with respect to 
the covering W = {W0 , WI} of E. Choosing a Hermitian metric onE, 
we may reduce the structure group to the unitary group so that we have 
a disk bundle T1 -t Min W1. We set To= E \ Int T1. Then {To, T1} is 
a system of honey-comb cells adapted toW. 

We denote by 1r1 and no1, respectively, the restrictions of 1r to T1 
and T01. Thus 1r1 : T1 -t M is a closed (complex) £-disk bundle and 
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1r01 : T01 -+ M a (2C- 1)-sphere bundle. Note that the orientation of 
T01 is opposite to that of the boundary 8T1 of T1 . 

In this situation, we have the usual integration along the fiber (e.g., 
[14, Ch.II, 4]): 

(1r1)* : Ar(WI)-+ Ar-2~'(M) and (1rol)*: Ar-1(W01)-+ K-2~'(M). 

Note that ('rrl)* sends a (p, q)-form to a (p- C, q- C)-form: 

(1r1)* : Ap,q(W1) ~ Ap-R,q-R(M). 

For a (p, q- 1)-form O"ol on W01 = Won W1, the form (1rol)*(0"01) 
consists of (p- C, q- C) and (p- C + 1, q- C -1)-components. We denote 
by (7TOI)*(O"Ol), the (p- C,q- C)-component of (1r01)*(0"ol) so that we 
have the map 

(7Tol)* : Ap,q-1(W01) ~ Ap-l',q-R(M). 

Remark 4.1. If p = n +Cor q = C, (1T01)* = (1r01k 

With these, we define 

'iT*: Ap,q(W, W0 ) ~ Ap-R,q-I'(M) 

by assigning to O" = (0, 0"1, O"ol) the (p- C, q- C)-form ( 1r1)*0"1 + (1fo1)*0"o1 
onM. 

From [14, Ch.II, Proposition 5.1], we have the following: 

Proposition 4.2. (Projection formula) 
(1) ForO" in Ap,q(W, W0 ) and() in AP',q' (M), 

where 1r*() is considered as an element in AP' ,q' (W1 ). 

(2) If M is compact, then forO" in Ap,q(W, W0 ) and() in 
A(n+l'-p,n+l'-q)(M), 

L (J '-" 1r*e = JM 1T*O" A e. 

Note that, in (2) above, 1T * is in fact equal to 1r * of [14] ( cf. Remark 
4.1). Also, from [14, Ch.II, Proposition 5.2], we have 

Proposition 4.3. We have 
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By the above proposition, if* induces a homomorphism 

From the projection formula, we have 

Theorem 4.4. If M is compact, the following diagram is commu
tative : 

H~·q(E, E \ M) 

1 n. 

H~-C,q-\M) -----> Ha:>+C-p,n+C-q(M)*, 
KS 

where 1r * on the second downarrow denotes the dual of the pull-back n*. 

§5. Atiyah classes 

The "Atiyah class" of a holomorphic vector bundle was introduced 
in [2] as the obstruction to the existence of complex analytic connections 
for the bundle. Here we reconstruct the theory using coo connections of 
type (1, 0). This point of view, which appears in [2] in the framework of 
principal bundles, allows us to compare directly the Atiyah forms and 
the Chern forms and is particularly suited for developing the localization 
theory, using a Chern-Weil type theory adapted to the Cech-Dolbeault 
cohomology. For details we refer to [1]. Also, as to the Chern-Weil 
theory, we refer to, e.g., [3], [4], [13], [14]. Here we use the notation 
in [14] (with connection and curvature matrices transposed and r and C 
interchanged). 

Throughout this section, we let M be a complex manifold of dimen
sion nand E a holomorphic vector bundle of rank Cover M. 

For an open set U in M, we denote by Ar (U) the complex vector 
space of complex valued coo r-forms on U. Also, we let Ar(U, E) be 
the vector space of "E-valued r-forms" on U, i.e., coo sections of the 
bundle /{ (Tij_M)* ® E on U, where (Tij_M)* denotes the dual of the 
complexification of the real tangent bundle TW!.M of M. Thus A0 (U) 
is the ring of coo functions and A0 (U, E) is the A0 (U)-module of coo 
sections of Eon U. 

Recall that a connection for E is a C>linear map 

satisfying the Leibniz rule: 

\l(fs) = df ® s + f\l(s) for f E A 0 (M) and s E A0 (M, E). 
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Note that a connection V' is a local operator. Thus, if sUl = 
(s 1 , ... , se) is a frame (C coo sections linearly independent everywhere) 
of Eon an open set U, we have the connection matrix e = (eij) with 
entries eij 1-forms on u defined by 

R 

Y'(si) = L eji ® Sj· 

j=1 

Definition 5 .1. A connection V' for E is of type ( 1, 0) if the entries 
of the connection matrix with respect to a holomorphic frame are forms 
of type (1, 0). In this case, we also say that V' is a (1, 0)-connection. 

Note that the above property of V' does not depend on the choice 
of a holomorphic frame and that a holomorphic vector bundle always 
admits a (1, 0)-connection. 

If V' is a connection for E, it induces a C-linear map 

satisfying 

V'(w ® s) = dw ® s- w A Y'(s) for wE A1 (M) and s E A0 (M, E). 

The composition 

is called the curvature of V'. It is not difficult to see that K is A0 (M)
linear so that we may think of it as a coo 2-form with coefficients in the 
bundle H = Hom(E, E). 

If V' is a (1, 0)-connection for E, we may write 

K = K2,o + K1,1 

with K 2 •0 and K 1 •1 , respectively, a (2, 0)-form and a (1, 1)-form with 
coefficients in H. 

In fact, let e be the connection matrix of V' with respect to a (local) 
holomorphic frame of E. Then the curvature matrix"' is given by "'= 
de+ e A e. We have the decomposition K = K 2•0 + K 1•1 with 

"'2 •0 = ae + e A e and 

The components K 2•0 and K 1•1 are locally represented by K2•0 and 
K 1•1 , respectively. Thus K 1•1 is a 8-closed (1, 1)-form with coefficients 
in H, since it is locally 8-exact. By a change of (holomorphic) frame, 
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we get a curvature matrix similar to K;1 ' 1 . Thus we may define, for 
each elementary symmetric polynomial O"p (p = 1, 2, ... ), a 8-closed c= 
(p,p)-form ap(K1,1 ) on M. Locally it is given by ap(K;1' 1 ) which is the 
coefficient of tP in the expansion of det(I + tK;1' 1 ). 

Definition 5.2. We set aP(\7) = ( ~r ap(K1,1 ) and call it the 

Atiyah form of type (p,p) associated to \7. It is a 8-closed (p,p)-form 
onM. 

Remark 5.3. The p-th Chern form cP(\7) of\7 is defined by cP(\7) = ( ~r ap(K), which is a closed 2p-form having (2p, 0), ... , (p,p) com

ponents. The Atiyah form aP(\7) is the (p,p)-component of cP(\7). In 
particular, an (\7) = en (\7). 

The following is proved using the construction of the Chern differ
ence forms (cf. [4], [14]). 

Proposition 5.4. Suppose we haver+ 1 (1, D)-connections \7 0 , ... \7 r 

for E. Then there exists a (p,p- r)-form aP(\70 , ... , 'Vr), alternating 
in the r + 1 entries and satisfying 

r 

L(-1taP('Vo, ... , V:, ... , 'Vr) + (-1r8aP(\7o, ... , 'Vr) = 0. 
v=O 

Proof. Recall that there exists a (2p- r)-form cP(\70 , ... , 'Vr), al
ternating in the r + 1 entries and satisfying 

r 

2::::C-1td'('Vo, ... , 'Vv, ... , 'Vr) + (-1rdcP(\7o, ... , 'Vr) = 0. 
v=O 

In fact the form cP(\7 0 , ... , \7 r) is constructed as follows ( cf. [4, p. 
65], here we use the sign conventi.on of [14, p. 69]). We consider the 
vector bundle E x ~r ~ M x ~r and let V be the connection for it given 
by 

where (h, ... , tr) denotes a coordinate system on ~r. Denoting by ,0.r 
the standard r-simplex in ~r and by 1r : M x ,0.r ~ M the projection, 
we have the integration along the fiber 
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Then we have cP(V'o, ... , Y'r) = 1r*(cP(V)). Thus cP(V'0, ... , Y'r) 
is a (2p- r)-form having (2p- r, D), ... , (p,p- r) components. Let 
aP(V'0 , ..• , Y'r) be the (p,p- r)-component of cP(V'0 , ... , Y'r)· Q.E.D. 

In particular, if r = 1, we have 

aP(Vl)- aP(Vo) = BaP(Y'o, Y'1). 

Thus, if V' is a (1, D)-connection for E, the class of aP(V') in H~'P(M) 
does not depend on the choice of V'. 

Definition 5.5. The Atiyah class of E of type (p, p) is the class of 
aP(V') in H~'P(M), where V' is a (1, D)-connection for E. 

§6. Localization of Atiyah classes 

In this section, we first define the Atiyah class in the Cech~Dolbeault 
cohomology and then discuss a special type of localization of Atiyah 
classes, namely the localization of the top Atiyah class by a section. 
We refer to [1] for other types of localization, including localization by 
frames and localization by Bott type vanishing. 

Let U = {Ua} be an open covering of M as in Section 1. Also, let 
E be a holomorphic vector bundle over M. For each o:, we choose a 
( 1, D)-connection V' a for E on U a, and for the collection V' * = (V' a) a, 
we define the element aP(V'*) in AP·P(U) = ffi~=Ocr(u, Ap,p-r) by 

aP(V *)a0 ... ar = aP(V a0 , ••• , Y' aJ· 

Then we have fJaP (V' *) = D by the identity in Proposition 5.4. 

Proposition 6.1. The class [aP(V *)] in H'lft(U) does not depend 
on the choice of the collection of (1, D)-connections V' * and corresponds 
to the Atiyah class aP(E) by the isomorphism of Theorem 1.2. 

Proof. Let V'~ = (Y'~)a be another collection of (1, D)-connections 
for E. We define an element a in Ap,p~ 1 (U) by 

r 

O'aa ... ar = 2.)-1taP(Y'ao,···,Y'av,V'~v, ... ,V'~J. 
v=O 

Then we have 
aP(V~)- aP(V*) = Da 

so that [aP(V'~)] = [aP(V'*)] in H}}(U). 
Moreover, comparing with the class defined by a global (1, D)-connec

tion, we see that the class [aP(V'*)] corresponds to the class aP(E) in 
H~·P(M) under the isomorphism of Theorem 1.2. Q.E.D. 
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The following proposition follows from the corresponding vanishing 
theorem for Chern forms (cf., e.g., [14, Ch.II, Proposition 9.1]). 

Proposition 6.2. Let s be a non-vanishing holomorphic section of 
E on an open set U in M and \7 an s-trivial (1, D)-connection forE on 
U, then, on U, 

a£(\7) = 0. 

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n and S a closed set in 
M. Also let E be a holomorphic vector bundle over M and s a non
vanishing holomorphic section of Eon M \ S. Let Uo = M \Sand U1 

a neighborhood of Sand consider the covering U = {U0 , U1 } of M. Let 
\70 be an s-trivial (1,0)-connection forE on U0 and \71 an arbitrary 
(1, 0)-connection forE on U1 . The top Atiyah class af(E) is represented 
by the Cech-Dolbeault cocycle 

a£(\7*) = (a£(\7o),a£(\7l),a£(\7o, \11)). 

By Proposition 6.2, a£(\70 ) = 0 and it is in fact in Af,f(U, U0 ) and 
determines a class af(E, s) in H~,f(M, M\8). We call it the localization 
of af(E) by s. 

Remark 6.3. Recall that, in the above situation, the localization 
c£ ( E, s) in H 2£ ( M, M \ S) of the top Chern class is represented by the 
Cech-de Rham co cycle ( 0, c£ (\7!), c£ (\7 0 , \71)). The form a£ (\7!) is the 
(£,£)-component of c£(\71) and a£(\70 , \71) the(£,£- !)-component of 
c£(\7o, \71)· 

§7. The 8-Thom class 

Let M be a complex manifold of dimension n and 1r : E -+ M a 
holomorphic vector bundle of rank C over M. We have the diagonal 
section St:. of the bundle n* E -+ E. We identify the (image of) zero 
section of E with M so that the zero set of St:. isM. 

Please note that, in this section, n* E, E and M play the roles of E, 
M and S, respectively, in the previous sections. 

Definition 7 .1. The 8- Thom class \if E of E is the localization of 
the top Atiyah class of the bundle n* E by sA; \if E = a£ ( n* E, sA), which 
is in H~'R.(E, E \ M). 

As a fundamental example, we consider the case where M consists 
of a point p. Thus 7r : E = c£ -+ {p} and n* E = c£ X c£' which is 
thought of as a vector bundle with projection w : n* E -+ ct onto the 
first factor. Let W0 = ct \ {0} and W1 a neighborhood of 0 in ct and 
consider the covering W = {W0 , W1 } of c£ (the base space of n* E). 
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Theorem 7.2. In the above situation, the 8-Thom class l]!ct of 
E = ct is represented by a cocycie in All(W, Wo) of the form 

(0, 0, -fit), 

where fit denotes the Bochner-Martinelli kernel on ct. 

Proof. Let Vo be an s~-trivial (1, 0)-connection on Wo and V1 an 
arbitrary (1, 0)-connection on W1. We have at(V0 ) = 0 and the 8-Thom 
class I]! ct is represented by the co cycle 

in Ae.t(w, Wo). 
Now we can compute at(V0 , V1) for particular choices of Vo and 

V 1 (cf. the proof of [14, Ch.III, Theorem 4.4]). We denote by z = 
( z1 , ... , ze) a coordinate system on the first factor (the base) and by 
( = ((1 , ... , (t) a coordinate system on the second factor (the fiber). Let 
e<£) = (e1, ... , ee) denote the frame of 1r* E given by e1(z) = (z;l, 0, ... , 0), 
... , ee(z) = (z; 0, ... , 0, 1). The diagonal sections~ is given by s~(z) = 
(z; z) = 2:::=1 Ziei(z). Consider the covering U = {Ui}f=1 of Wo given 

by ui = { z I Zi =I 0 }. On ui, e~.e) = (el, 0 0 0 'ei-ll s~, ei+l, 0 0 0 'ee) is 
a frame of 1r* E. Let Di be the (1, 0)-connection for 1r* E on Ui trivial 

with respect to e~e). Set Pi= lzil2 /llzll 2 , llzll = .Jizll2 +···+1ztl2 • 

Then Vo = 2:::=1 PiDi is a (1, 0)-connection for 1r* Eon Wo. Note that 
it is s~-trivial, since each Di is. Let V1 be the (1, 0)-connection on W1 

trivial with respect to e<e). 
The matrix Ai of frame change from e<t) to e~e) is obtained from 

the identity matrix by replacing the i-th column by (z1 , ... , zg). The 
connection matrix Bo of Vo with respect to the frame e<t) is given by 

.e 

Bo = I>i Ai1 • dA, 
i=l 

while the connection matrix 81 of V 1 with respect to e<.e) is zero: Thus 
at(V1) = 0. 

By definition, a.e(Vo, V 1) is the(£,£- !)-component of ce(V0 , V 1). 
To find c.e(Vo, V1), let '\7 = (1- t)Vo + tV1. Then connection matrix 
0 of '\7 with respect to the frame e<t) is given by 0 = (1 - t)Oo and the 
corresponding curvature matrix ;:;, is ;:;, = dO + 0 1\ 0 = -dt 1\ 00 + (1 -
t) dOo- (1- t) 20o 1\ Bo. Thus d(V0 , VI) is a (2£ -1)-form on W01 with 
(2£- 1, 0), ... , (£, £- 1) components. By dimension reason, it has only 
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(£,£-I)-component, which coincides with -/3e, where f3e denotes the 
Bochner-Martinelli kernel on ce. Therefore, we have 

ae(Vo, V1) = ce(Vo, VI)= -f3e. 

Q.E.D. 

Now we come back to the general situation and let E be a holomor
phic vector bundle of rank £ over a complex manifold M of dimension 
n. Recall that we have the 8-integration along the fiber 

ft* : H~'e(E, E \ M) ~ H~'0(M) = H 0 (M, 0) 
- - ££ 

and the 8-Thorn class \ll E of E in H a' ( E, E \ M). The following theorem 
is proved as [14, Ch.III, Theorem 4.4], see also Theorem 7.2. 

Theorem 7.3. In the above situation, 

n*\iJE = 1. 

Remark 7.4. The 8-Thom class \iJE is represented by a cocycle in 
AR,R(W, W0 ) of the form 

(0, n* a£(\7), -if;), 

where Vis a (1,0)-connection forE on M and if; an(£,£ -1)-form on 
Wo1 with 8ij} = n*aR(V) and -(1fm)*if; = 1. 

We define the 8-Thorn homomorphism 

by 
TE(a) = \iJE '-" n*a for a E H~'q(M). 

Thus, if \iJE is represented by a cocycle (O,'lj!1,'lj!01 ) E Ap,q(W, W0 ), TE 
is induced in cohomology by the map () ~ (0, 'l/!1 1\ n*(), 'lj!01 1\ n*()) from 
Ap,q(M) into APH,q+R(W, W0 ). 

From the projection formula and Theorem 7.3, we have 

ft* oTE = 1. 

Thus TE gives a splitting of the exact sequence 

0 ~Kern*~ H~H,qH(E, E \ M) ~ H~'q(M) ~ 0 

If we set 

we have 
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Theorem 7.5. (8-Thom isomorphism} We have an isomorphism 

whose inverse is given by it*. 

Now suppose M is compact. Then we have the commutative dia
gram: 

H~+f,q+f(E, E \ M) ft. 
H~'q(M) -------+ 

(7.6) Al IlKS 
H;-p,n-q (W1) * 7r. H;-p,n-q(M)*. -------+ 

This induces the commutative diagram: 

fiEH,q+f(E, E \ M) 

All 
H;-p,n-q(W1)* /KerJr* 

~ HE'q(M) 

IlKS 
~ H;-p,n-q(M)*. 

In particular, when p = q = 0, it* \liE= [1] and KS([1]) = [M]. 

Remark 7.7. Let 1r: E ~ M be as above. The (usual) Thorn class 
\]1 E of E can be defined as the localization cR ( 1r* E, s 6.) of cR ( 1r* E) by 
S6. [14, Ch.III, Theorem 4.4] ; 

which is in H 21'(E, E \ M). In the case M = {p} and thus E = <CR, \]1 E 
is represented by a cocycle of the same form as \it E ( cf. Remark 6.3). 

Example 7.8. Let W = {W0 .W1 } be the covering of <CR as above. 
If C = 1, since H~0 (W, W0 ) = 0, we have the exact sequence 

0 ~ H~0(W) ~ H~'0 (Wo) ~ H~\W, Wo) ~ H~1 (W) ~ · · · . 

Notice that we have H~0 (W):::: H~'0 (<C) = H 0 (<C, D1 ), H~'0 (Wo) = 
H 0 (<C \ {0},!11) and H~\W) = H~' 1 (<C)::::: H 1 (<C,D1 ) = 0. Hence we 
have the exact sequence 
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The coboundary operator 15 sends a holomorphic 1-form won C\ {0} 
to the class of (0, 0, -w) in H}; 1 (W, W0 ) = H~·\C, C \ {0} ). Also, the 
8-Alexander homomorphism 

sends the class of (0, 0, -w) to the functional assigning to a holomorphic 
function f on wl the value - fRol fw = Lm, fw, where { Ro, Rl} is a 
system of honeycomb cells adapted to W. Note that in this case, we 
may assume that 8R1 = 'Y is a small circle around 0 oriented counter
clockwise. 

Now suppose C > 1. We have the exact sequence 

We have Hg- 1(W) ~ H~,R-l(Ce) = HR- 1 (Ce, f!R) = 0 and Hg(W) 

= H~'e(Ce) ~ He(ce,oe) = 0. Hence we have the exact sequence 

The coboundary operator 15 sends the class of a 8-closed (£, C -

1)-form w on ce \ {0} to the class of (0, 0, -w) in Hg(W, W0 ) 

U R R -H8· (C , C \ {0} ). Also, the a-Alexander homomorphism 

sends the class of (0, 0, -w) to the functional assigning to a holomorphic 
function f on W1 the value- fRo, fw =faR, fw, where {Ro,Rl} is a 
system of honeycomb cells adapted to W. We may take a small ball of 
dimension 2£ around the origin as R1 . 

For C;::: 1, in the commutative diagram 

H~'e(ce, ce \ {O}) ft. H~'0 ( {0}) = C ----7 

Al IlKS 
H~·0 (W1)* 7r* H~'0 ({0})* = C, ----7 

7i\ sends the class of (0, 0, -w) to the number faR, w. 
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We also have the commutative diagram: 

H~'R(!C}, !['} \ {0}) 

All 
H~'0 (W1 )* /Ken* 

~ H~'0 ({0}) = C 

IlKS 
~ H~'0 ({0})* =C. 

Note that the class of (0, 0,- f3e) corresponds to 1 by if*. Note also 
that Ker 1r * consists of functionals on H~·0 (WI) that are zero on the 
constants. 

Remark 7.9. The arguments in this section, as well as those in 
Section 4, also work in the case M is a compact complex submanifold of 
a complex manifold W and there is a holomorphic retraction r : W ---+ M 
(cf. the end of Section 2), replacing E by Wand 1r by r. 

§8. Deformation to the normal bundle 

Let W be a complex manifold of dimension m and M a compact 
complex submanifold of W of dimension n. In this situation, we have 
the 8-Alexander homomorphism ( cf. Section 2) 

where W1 is a neighborhood of M in W. As it is, the receiving group 
depends on the choice of W1 . In this section, we indicate an idea to make 
the receiving group the "homology" (the dual of cohomology) of M, as 
in the case of usual Alexander homomorphism. For this purpose, as 
mentioned in the introduction, we use "deformation to normal bundle", 
which we recall below, following the description as given in [7, Ch. 5]. 

Let liJ) be a complex one dimensional disk . Then we have a complex 
manifold W* of dimension m + 1 together with a closed embedding 
M x liJ) '----* W* and a flat holomorphic map p : W* ---+ liJ) such that 

(1) The diagram 
Mxl!J) W* 

]jJ) ]jJ) 

commutes, where p2 denotes the projection onto the second factor. 

(2) Over JD)* = liJ) \ {0}, p- 1 (JD)*) = W x JD)* and the embedding is the 
trivial embedding : M x JD)* '----* W x JD)*. 
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(3) Over 0, p- 1 (0) = NM, (the total space of) the normal bundle of M 
in W, and M x lDl intersects with N M in its zero section. 

In fact, let W x lDl be the blow-up of W x lDl along the submanifold 
M x {0}. Then W* ~ained by removing the blow-up of W x {0} 

along M x {0} from W x lDl. 
We denote by a the composition of holomorphic maps 

(NM,M) ~ (W*,M X lDl) ~ (W X lDl,M X lDl) ~ (W,M), 

~ [ denotes the embedding, fJ the restriction to W* of the map 

W x lDl ---+ W x lDl and p 1 the projection onto the first factor. 
Then we have 

H~,q (W, W \ M) ~ H~,q (N M, N M \ M) ---+ H;;'-p,m-q (M)*, 

where the second homomorphism is 1r* o A= KS o ii\ (see (7.6)). 
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